Ecologists routinely fit complex models with multiple parameters of interest, where hundreds or more competing models are plausible. To limit the number of fitted models, ecologists often define a model selection strategy composed of a series of stages in which certain features of a model are compared while other features are held constant. Defining these multi-stage strategies requires making a series of decisions, which may potentially impact inferences, but have not been critically evaluated. We begin by identifying key features of strategies, introducing descriptive terms when they did not already exist in the literature. Strategies differ in how they define and order model building stages. Sequential-by-sub-model strategies focus on one sub-model (parameter) at a time with modeling of subsequent sub-models dependent on the selected sub-model structures from the previous stages. Secondary candidate set strategies model sub-models independently and combine the top set of models from each sub-model for selection in a final stage. Build-up approaches define stages across sub-models and increase in complexity at each stage. Strategies also differ in how the top set of models is selected in each stage and whether they use null or more complex sub-model structures for non-target sub-models. We tested the performance of different model selection strategies using four data sets and three model types. For each data set, we determined the "true" distribution of AIC weights by fitting all plausible models. Then, we calculated the number of models that would have been fitted and the portion of "true" AIC weight we recovered under different model selection strategies. Sequential-by-sub-model strategies often performed poorly. Based on our results, we recommend using a build-up or secondary candidate sets, which were more reliable and carrying all models within 5-10 AIC of the top model forward to subsequent stages. The structure of non-target sub-models was less important. Multi-stage approaches cannot compensate for a lack of critical thought in selecting covariates and building models to represent competing a priori hypotheses. However, even when competing hypotheses for different sub-models are limited, thousands or more models may be possible so strategies to explore candidate model space reliably and efficiently will be necessary.
INTRODUCTION
Statistical models allow ecologists to approximate the underlying complexity of ecological systems but can also lead to large sets of plausible models that are difficult for practitioners to fully explore. Fitting all combinations of reasonable, hypothesis-based structures and covariates for each sub-model (i.e., parameters) within a well-defined candidate set is a recommended practice in model selection (Doherty et al. 2012 ). However, even when practitioners develop a candidate model set based on reasonable hypotheses for each sub-model (Buckland et al. 1997 , Burnham and Anderson 2002 , Lukacs et al. 2010 , they may still find themselves faced with thousands or more plausible models prohibiting adoption of an all combinations model set. For example, an ecologist interested in testing five covariates in each of four sub-models in a dynamic occupancy model (e.g., detection probability, initial occupancy, colonization, and extinction probability) would need to fit over 1 million (2 20 ) models, without even considering interactions or quadratic terms! Such an exercise would be exceedingly difficult to accomplish in computational environments that require each candidate model to be specified individually in a batch file (e.g., program PRESENCE; Hines 2006) . Thoughtfully examining and synthesizing the results of huge model sets could be very time-consuming regardless of the software used.
In response, ecologists commonly adopt multistage strategies to reduce the total number of models considered to a more sensible number, with the (often untested) assumption or hope that they will reach the same inference as one would if the all combinations practice was adopted (i.e., if the full model space was explored; Doherty et al. 2012) . In particular, investigators hope to identify the same top-ranked model(s) as would be identified by the all combinations standard, and also to fit a large percentage of the top set of models, such that model-averaged estimates and/or variable importance weights will be only minimally different than if the all combinations standard had been adopted.
The potential difficulty with multi-stage approaches is that different model components are estimated from a joint-likelihood and are statistically dependent. Thus, the structure of one sub-model (i.e., capture probability or survival) can influence the structure of another (defined as leak in Catchpole et al. 2004 and Bromaghin et al. 2013) . While considerable focus has been placed on determining the best approach to scoring alternative models (e.g., Burnham and Anderson 2002) , far less emphasis has been placed on understanding how multi-stage strategies affect inference.
The only studies we are aware of that assessed multi-stage strategies (Doherty et al. 2012 , Bromaghin et al. 2013 were focused on the Cormack-Jolly-Seber (CJS) model (Cormack 1964 , Jolly 1965 , Seber 1965 . While these studies provided baseline guidance for multi-stage model building, CJS is a relatively simple model with only two sub-models (detection probability, p, and apparent survival, φ). In more complex models, model weights are distributed across more submodels and more decisions must be made, increasing the chance of sub-model selection errors cascading through stages. Furthermore, past studies have focused on simulated data where true parameter values are known, but often do not capture the multicollinearity, uncertainty, and noise found in empirical data sets from observational studies. Lastly, past studies have only explored a limited set of the multistage strategies that practitioners have applied.
Here, we examine the effectiveness of a broader set of potential strategies for multi-stage model selection. We begin by describing the potential multi-stage strategies, focusing on the various decisions that differentiate strategies. Next, we analyzed four empirical data sets under three model types to consider how inferences would differ from the all combinations practice based on the decisions a hypothetical user might make in developing a strategy. Specifically, we determined the "true" distribution of AIC weights for each data set by fitting all plausible models. Then, we calculated the number of models that would have been fitted and the portion of "true" AIC weight we recovered under different model selection strategies to quantify efficiency and reliability.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Multi-stage modeling strategies
Existing multi-stage strategies can be distinguished as a series of analysis decisions. We delineate three general strategies describing the way in which stages are defined and ordered. (Bromaghin et al. 2013 ). For example, in a CJS model, a practitioner may choose to fit sub-models for p and / independently (holding the other sub-model structure constant) in the first stage, then select the sub-model structures with greatest support in the initial stage to combine in a secondary set for a final selection stage. 3. Build-up strategies (Catchpole et al. 2004) define stages across sub-models and increase in complexity at each stage. Stages may be defined across sub-models describing types of variation, perhaps starting by describing temporal trends across subgroups, adding structure including life history groups, and then adding individual or habitat covariates. For example, Catchpole et al. (2004) employed a build-up strategy to estimate survival in red deer (Cervus elaphus), starting with including age structure across all sub-models simultaneously (p and /), then comparing time-dependent submodel structures, and lastly investigating addition of environmental covariates.
After defining stages, the next decision is how to progress through stages, focusing on particular sub-model components while holding submodel structure for other parameters constant (e.g., by using an intercept-only model structure or maintaining a fixed set of covariates on nontarget sub-models). When stages are defined by sub-models, fitting detection first (p-first) is common as heterogeneity in detection can bias estimates of sub-models associated with the demographic parameters of interest. However, one could also fit the demographic parameter sub-models first and then fit detection to correct for biases in estimates. The demographic parameter-first progression imposes the fewest constraints on model selection during the initial stages and thus may allow the greatest freedom in modeling the demographic parameter submodels. However, when there are multiple demographic sub-models, such as survival and recruitment in Jolly-Seber type models (Jolly 1965 , Seber 1965 , it is still necessary to decide which to fit conditional on another for the sequential-by-sub-model approach. When stages are defined across sub-models in the build-up strategy, the natural progression is to start with temporal or group trends and then add detail with covariates. Order is not a consideration with the secondary candidate set approach as each sub-model is fit independently of the others before combining for final selection.
Strategies also exist for how to proceed within stages including choice of structure for non-target components held constant, and thresholds for within-stage model exclusion. Using the null structure (i.e., not varying through time and space, also referred to as (.) sub-model structures) for non-target sub-models is common as it reduces the number of estimated parameters in the sub-model sets (which in turn makes model fitting quicker and potentially avoids convergence issues), allows for more complex target sub-model structures to be examined, and eliminates decisions about how to define a general sub-model structure. However, using a general sub-model structure for non-targets (allowing for inclusion of covariates or temporal and spatial structure) to avoid constraining the fit of target sub-models has often been advocated (Lebreton et al. 1992 , Doherty et al. 2012 , Bromaghin et al. 2013 . Depending on the study or the data set, a general sub-model structure can range from restricted site and time-dependent differences, include additive or interaction terms, or may use all available covariates and the most complex sub-model structure available (the global sub-model structure), leading to some subjectivity in how the general model is defined.
While some strategies take a multi-stage approach focused only on the best sub-model structure identified in each stage, other strategies carry forward all sub-model structures within some threshold of support (we will refer to AIC throughout, although other metrics could be used) or even incorporate additional stages in which competitive sub-model structures that were eliminated in earlier stages are reconsidered (tracking). Selection of sub-model structures to carry forward into subsequent steps is typically defined by a DAIC threshold, where selecting only the top-ranked sub-model structure at each step is equivalent to a threshold of DAIC = 0. Relaxing the support threshold (e.g., using a greater DAIC cutoff) will typically mean more first-stage models will be carried forward, complicating model selection in subsequent stages, but also expanding the model space explored. Thus, more liberal support thresholds could produce inference that is more consistent with the all combinations practice.
However, carrying forward models solely on the basis of DAIC might omit more general (i.e., with a large number of covariates) sub-model structures early on that would be well-supported in the full all combinations model set. To address these possible omissions in early stages, the plausible combinations strategy (Bromaghin et al. 2013) carries forward not only sub-model structures within a DAIC threshold, but also any submodel structures with a greater likelihood than the models within the DAIC threshold, allowing consideration of models with more estimated parameters in subsequent steps. Although Bromaghin et al. (2013) evaluated a plausible combinations approach using a secondary candidate set, it is possible to use plausible combinations criteria in all model building strategies. The plausible combinations approach moderately increases the number of models run compared to the equivalent DAIC threshold approach, but may reduce the omission of structures with more estimated parameters in early stages in the progression. Similarly, one may employ tracking, simply keeping track of neighboring or competing sub-model structures at each stage to allow for inclusion of those structures prior to final model selection and inference (Lebreton et al. 1992 , Yackulic et al. 2014 . For example, one might choose to use a DAIC threshold of 0, advancing only the top model at each stage, but keep track of sub-model structures within a much more lenient threshold to substitute in at the final stage in an effort to not exclude any important variables. This final tracking of sub-model structures could provide an efficiency trade-off, relaxing DAIC thresholds and dependency of inference on structures selected at previous stages, but with reduced number of models run compared to global application of higher DAIC thresholds or creating secondary candidate sets.
Evaluation of ad hoc model selection strategies with empirical data sets
We used four empirical data sets and three model types to compare results and inference from multi-stage model selection strategies with results from the all combinations model sets (Table 1) . We selected data sets for two different species from the same camera-trap study (Lesmeister et al. 2015 ) for a single-species, singleseason occupancy (simple occupancy, hereafter) model type (MacKenzie et al. 2002) , used a longterm northern spotted owl (Strix occidentalis caurina) and barred owl (Strix varia) survey data set for a dynamic two-species occupancy (dynamic occupancy, hereafter) model type (MacKenzie et al. 2009 , Yackulic et al. 2014 , and chose a previously unpublished multi-site and multi-session small mammal capture-mark-recapture data set for a robust design parameterization of Pradel's seniority population (Pradel model, hereafter) model type (Pradel 1996) . We evaluated success of multi-stage strategies in four ways. First, we determined if the top-ranked model in the all combinations model set was included in the reduced multi-stage model selection set. Second, we calculated proportion of the "true" model space recovered, or the proportion of the total Akaike weight from the all combinations model set recovered by the ad hoc selection strategies (Σw i for the all combinations model set conserved in the multi-stage model sets) based on the recalculated Σw i when models with uninformative parameters were removed from the all combinations model sets (Arnold 2010) . Third, we counted the number of models run for each strategy and used that to calculate the proportion of all combinations models run to evaluate the efficiency of strategies that correctly identified the top-ranked model and recovered a large proportion of the total Akaike model weights in the all combinations model set. For example, consider an all combinations model set that consists of five models with Akaike model weights equivalent to 0.50, 0.25, 0.12, 0.07, and 0.06, respectively. If a given multi-stage strategy fit the top four models, but not the last, the proportion of models run would be 0.80, and the total Akaike weight recovered would be 0.94. Whereas if a multi-stage strategy fit the first, fourth, and fifth models in the all combinations set, the proportion of models run would be 0.60 and the total Akaike weight recovered would be 0.63. Note, we did not use a ratio of total Akaike model weight recovered compared to number of models run as a measure of efficiency because the two objectives are not of equivalent importance (i.e., we considered a strategy with a large number of models run that also recovered a large proportion of the Akaike model weights to be more successful than a strategy that required a small number of models but only recovered a moderate proportion of the total Akaike model weights and did not identify the top-ranked model). Finally, we attempted to assess how much the misidentification of selected models might affect final inference. For example, if the identified best model is similar to the actual top-ranked model (such as only mis-specifying the sub-model structure for detection), misidentification may be of little consequence if the primary objective is prediction. However, if practitioners are making inference about selected variables, then omitting an important covariate or identifying an unimportant covariate can bias predictions. We evaluated the risk of these potential consequences by looking at whether the top-ranked all combinations model structure for the demographic sub-models of interest (i.e., occupancy, colonization, extirpation, apparent survival, and seniority, but not detection) were included and ranked highly in the final model set for each multi-stage strategy when the top model was omitted. We used this evaluation to indicate whether the correct sub-model structure of interest would be included in predictions using model averaging and in assessing variable importance. While our assessment of potential multi-stage model selection strategies was not comprehensive, we evaluated a wide range of plausible strategies to draw conclusions about how critical decisions affect outcomes. In addition, we have provided the all combinations data sets and several example selection functions in the supplementary appendices to allow readers to test other possible strategies and scenarios (Data S1-S3).
Single-season single-species occupancy (Simple occupancy, southern Illinois carnivores)
Similar to the CJS model, the simple occupancy model (MacKenzie et al. 2002) is (Lesmeister et al. 2015 ; see Appendices S1, S2 for data collection and covariate details). We used the same all combinations candidate set for both species, with up to four covariates for modeling p and seven for w to allow comparison of strategy success between the two species' data sets (Table 1) .
We fit the all combinations model set using RPresence (MacKenzie and Hines 2017), an R package that implements the same models as the graphical user interface software PRESENCE (Hines 2006) , resulting in 2048 models, and wrote functions in R (R Core Team 2016) to apply multi-stage selection strategies (see Appendices S1, S2 for more details). For the simple occupancy exercise, we compared three general multi-stage strategies (p-first, w-first, and fitting both separately and creating a secondary set) using either a null non-target structure (.) or a general nontarget structure (all seven covariates for w, all four covariates for p). We chose sub-model structures to carry forward at each stage based on a DAIC threshold (0, 2, 5, and 10) or using the plausible combinations approach with a DAIC threshold of 0. For the p-first and w-first approaches, we also tracked sub-model structures within 2-5 DAIC when applicable. We evaluated a total of 42 multi-stage model selection strategies for each species data set.
Dynamic two-species occupancy model (dynamic occupancy, northern spotted owl, and barred owl in Oregon)
Dynamic two-species occupancy models are a special case of a dynamic multistate occupancy model (Miller et al. 2012 ) with four possible states (neither species present; species A present only; species B present only; both species present), which generates estimates of up to 16 unique parameters, each with its own sub-model (three sub-models describing initial occupancy of both species and their initial co-occurrence; five sub-models describing detection, four sub-models describing colonization of either species based on whether the other species is present or absent, and four sub-models describing extinction for either species from co-occupied or solely occupied sites). In practice, related sub-models often share factors or covariates. For example, extinction probability of species A in the presence and absence of species B might share a covariate describing habitat effects, but selection among models may test whether intercepts for the two sub-models are different. Given the large set of potential models implied by a dynamic twospecies occupancy model, practitioners are forced to carefully consider which models to test (including how to incorporate past learning) and which multi-stage strategy to use. For example, Dugger et al. (2016) tested a set of hypotheses using dynamic two-species occupancy that implied more than 200 billion plausible models for each of 11 study areas! Here, we focus on occupancy dynamics of barred and northern spotted owls (SO) territories over 22 yr at a site in western Oregon, USA (hereafter Tyee Study Area; see Appendices S1, S2, and Yackulic et al. 2014 for data collection and covariate details). Prior knowledge of barred owl territory occupancy dynamics derived from a dynamic single-species occupancy analysis in the same study area (Yackulic et al. 2012 ) was used to constrain the potential model set in the original analysis (Yackulic et al. 2014 ), and we further constrained the potential model set in our analysis here to 2592 potential models. We created the all combinations model set using a batch script in R as a front end for program PRESENCE (Hines 2006) . There was a primary demographic sub-model set describing local colonization and extinction of SO (c SO and e SO , respectively), and a secondary demographic sub-model set for barred owls (BO: c BO and e BO ) that was expected to affect the primary sub-model set, and a nuisance parameter sub-model (p SO detection of SO). Therefore, to implement the sequential-bysub-model fitting strategy we tried two p-first strategies (SO and BO sub-models fit second or third), and one focal-first strategy (SO-first, BO-second, and p SO -last) in addition to the secondary set approach fitting each of the submodel sets separately before combining in a final set. We also tried build-up strategies defining stages across sub-models, starting with fitting p SO first, adding baseline temporal structure, then habitat covariates to SO, and lastly testing for species interactions between SO and BO. We compared all strategies using a null or a general non-target sub-model structure, with the general non-target sub-model structure including year effects on c and e and species interactions on all sub-models. We chose sub-model structures to carry forward at each step based on a DAIC threshold (0, 2, 5, and 10; with or without tracking competing sub-model structures) or using the plausible combinations approach with a DAIC = 0. We evaluated a total of 74 multi-stage model selection scenarios for the dynamic occupancy example.
Pradel's temporal symmetry model with robust design (Pradel model, San Diego pocket mice in California)
Pradel's temporal symmetry model (Pradel 1996) is a parameterization of the Jolly-Seber open population model and allows estimation of apparent survival (φ) and recruitment into the population (derived from the seniority parameter c, estimating the probability of an individual being present in the population for each session before initial detection). The closed-capture robust design implementation allows estimation of a super-population size (f 0 ) and individual response to initial capture (p is probability of detection, c the probability of recapture following initial capture). Hence, f 0 is estimated for each site and session and there are four sub-models (two demographic and two nuisance) to estimate that may be fit with different sub-model structures (φ, c, p, and c).
We analyzed capture histories of 352 individual San Diego pocket mice (Chaetodipus fallax) sampled for three days during the summer of each year between 2003 and 2008 at 11 sites in southern California, USA (see Appendices S1, S2 for data collection and covariate details). The objective of the study was to identify factors driving demographic responses to wildfires and extreme climatic conditions to inform future management (Table 1) . However, unwieldy data structure has hindered analysis without considering multi-stage model selection strategies.
We fit the all combinations model set using RMark (Laake 2013), a wrapper package for the graphical user interface Program MARK (White and Burnham 1999) , resulting in a total of 390 models. We tried several sequential-by-submodel strategies including starting with detection parameters (p and c-first, φ-second or third, and c-second or third), or starting with the demographic sub-models (φ-first or second, cfirst or second, p and c-last). Alternatively, we fit detection, φ, and c separately and created a secondary set. For build-up, we defined stages across sub-models, fitting detection first, adding site and temporal structure to φ and c second, habitat covariates third, and disturbance covariates last (Table 1) . We compared all strategies using a null or a general structure for non-target components. Because the data set includes multiple sites and sessions expected to influence demographic parameters, we used plot 9 time as the general structure for φ and c. We chose sub-model structures to carry forward at each stage based on a DAIC threshold (0, 2, 5, and 10; with or without tracking competing sub-model structures) or using the plausible combinations approach with a DAIC = 0. We evaluated a total of 90 multi-stage model selection scenarios for the Pradel model example.
RESULTS
In the four example data sets, we fit 390-2592 models: However, 93 to >99% of the models fit in each example included uninformative parameters (sensu Arnold 2010; see Appendix S2: Tables S1-S3 for models with only informative parameters). Between 0.32 and 0.56 of model weights were contained in the top-ranked model using the all combinations practice ( The sequential-by-sub-model approach produced inconsistent results across example sets, identifying top models efficiently in some cases ❖ www.esajournals.org but performing very poorly in others (Fig. 1) . For instance, the sequential-by-sub-model approach worked well for the gray fox simple occupancy example set, identifying the top-ranked model and recovering >52% of the total Akaike model weights at all within-stage model selection thresholds. However, results were erratic for the bobcat simple occupancy example set and success depended on which sub-model was modeled first. When p (which had only 1 covariate in the top model) was modeled first, the top model was identified and greater proportion of the total Akaike model weights was recovered even with a conservative threshold of DAIC = 2. Conversely, when w (which had three covariates in the top model) was modeled first, a DAIC = 10 threshold and >95% of the final model set was required to recover the top model. The sequential-by-sub-model approach also yielded inconsistent results when applied to the dynamic occupancy model set, which had >2 sub-model stages. In the dynamic occupancy exercise, the sequential-by-sub-model strategies were more successful when spotted owl detection was fit first (a binary comparison of an effect of BO or not), but the results were less predictable when the demographic sub-models for colonization and local extirpation (c and e) for spotted owl were modeled first and detection was fit last. Applying the sequential-by-sub-model approach to the Pradel model example further demonstrated the unpredictable outcomes of this strategy with results changing entirely depending on which of the two demographic sub-models for survival and seniority (φ and c) was fit first and with the structure of non-target components (null or general). Symmetrical approaches to model selection using the secondary candidate set (Fig. 2) and build-up (Fig. 3) were more consistent with the all combinations practice and success was independent of whether non-modeled parameters were constrained to a simple or complex submodel structure. The secondary candidate set yielded similar results to the sequential-by-submodel approach for the simple occupancy example sets, identifying the top model and recovering >95% of the total Akaike model weights when DAIC = 2 for gray fox, but requiring DAIC = 10 and >95% of the all combinations bobcat model set to recover >95% of the total Akaike model weights (Fig. 2) . However, the secondary set approach identified the top model at all within-stage selection thresholds for the dynamic occupancy and Pradel model example sets, and recovered >95% of the total Akaike model weights when DAIC was between 5 and 10 (requiring only 8-16% of the models in the full all combinations sets to be fit). Likewise, the build-up approach consistently identified the top model and recovered >95% of the total Akaike model weights with far fewer models required when DAIC threshold = 5 (requiring 7-16% of the full model sets).
Tracking competing sub-model structures through stages and the plausible combinations approach did not routinely improve effectiveness of multi-stage strategies. The plausible combinations threshold identified the top model in 62% of the strategies and recovered >95% of the total Akaike model weights in only 21% of the strategies. Although the plausible combinations approach was intended for use with a secondary candidate set (Bromaghin et al. 2013) , the dynamic occupancy was the only example for which plausible combinations with a secondary candidate set was entirely successful. Tracking reduced the number of models run compared to the equivalent DAIC threshold, but was also inconsistent, allowing for the omission of models with important covariates, especially in strategies with >2 stages.
In all instances where a strategy failed to recover the overall all combinations top-ranked model, the misidentified top model lacked important structure in the sub-models describing demographic parameters of most interest (i.e., misidentification was not because of a failure to describe the nuisance parameters accurately). Failure to identify the covariates describing state and vital rates (i.e., 72 (+) .15 (+) .13 (-) .18 (+) .07 (-) .07 (+) .07 (-) .07 (-) .50 (-) .30 (+) .50 (+) .75 (+) .16 (+) .13 (+) .20 (-) .07 (+) .07 (-) .07 (-) .07 (-) .07 (-) . 07 (+) .07 (+) .07 (+) .13 (+) .13 (-) .13 (+) .07 (-) .07 (+) .07 (-) .07 (-) .07 (-) . 07 (+) .07 (+) .07 (+) .13 (+) .13 (+) .13 (-) .07 (+) .07 (-) .07 (-) .07 (-) .07 (-) . 07 (+) .07 (+) .08 (+) .13 (+) .13 (-) .13 (+) .07 (-) .07 (+) .11 (-) .07 (-) .07 (-) .07 (+) .07 (+) .08 (+) .13 (+) .13 (+) .13 (-) .08 (+) .07 (-) .07 (-) .08 (-) .07 (-) .09 (+) .07 (+) .10 (+) .14 (+) .13 (-) .13 (+) .07 (-) .08 (+) .20 (-) .21 (-) .07 (-) .08 (+) .07 (+) .10 (+) .14 (+) .13 (+) .26 (-) .09 (+) .08 (+) .17 (-) .11 (+) .19 (-) . 11 (+) .26 (+) .15 (+) .13 (+) .13 (-) .13 (+) .07 (-) .07 (+) .07 (-) .07 (+) .19 (-) .09 (+) .26 (+) .15 (+) .13 (+) .13 (+) .13 (-) .11 (+) .11 (-) .07 (-) .11 (+) .22 (-) .13 (+) .28 (+) .23 (+) .15 (+) .13 (+) .27 (+) .07 (-) .08 (+) .17 (-) .21 (+) .22 (-) .13 (+) .28 (+) .25 (+) .14 (+) .13 (+) .26 (-) .13 (+) .11 (+) .17 (-) .18 (+) .63 (+) .32 (+) .50 (+) .52 (+) .15 (+) .25 (+) .15 (+) .07 (-) .10 (+) .08 (-) .11 (+) .63 (+) .30 (+) .50 (+) .53 (+) .15 (+) .25 (+) .17 (-) .24 (+) .20 (-) .31 (-) .12 (+) 1.0 (+) .96 (+) 1.0 (+) .88 (+) .16 (+) .50 (+) .19 (+) .11 (-) .10 (+) .13 (-) Fig. 1 . Multi-stage model selection strategy results when stage is defined by sub-model (sequential-by-submodel). Selection criteria for inclusion of sub-model structures at each stage included DAICc thresholds (thresholds for additional tracking of structures in parentheses), and plausible combinations where DAIC ≤ 0, but submodel structures with a greater likelihood than the selected structure are also carried forward in subsequent stages. Gray scale represents proportion of the total Akaike model weight recovered by a strategy. A (+) indicates the top-ranked model was recovered, while a (À) indicates it was not. The value in each cell is the proportion of the all combinations candidate set that was run. Strategies that recovered >50% of the total Akaike weight have white text. Strategies that selected the top-ranked model and required <50% of the model set are in bold. occupancy or population dynamics) is problematic whether the goal of a study is variable selection or accurate prediction. In the bobcat example, the same sub-model structure for occupancy, Ψ(% urban + % agriculture), was consistently misidentified as the top model, DAIC = 5.48 compared to the all combinations set top-ranked model; Ψ(distance to structures + distance to streams + % agriculture), omitting two covariates and inappropriately including another. Top-ranked demographic sub-model structures resulting from multi-stage selection strategies for the dynamic occupancy and Pradel model examples could vary widely from the all combinations model set (Tables 3 and 4 ). In the owl dynamic occupancy example, the original analysis (Yackulic et al. 2014) and subsequent analyses (Dugger et al. 2016 ) in other study areas have consistently identified that both barred and spotted owls have higher territorial extinction rates in co-occupied territories; however, three of the multi-stage selection strategies selected a top model that only included an impact of competition on spotted owls. In the pocket mouse Pradel model example, there was evidence of leak (i.e., where the structure of one sub-model is inappropriately assigned to another sub-model), such as when the plot 9 time sub-model structure was assigned to seniority instead of apparent . 2 . Multi-stage model selection strategy results when stage is defined by sub-model and sub-model sets are initially fit independent of selection of other sub-model structures (secondary candidate set). Selection criteria for inclusion of sub-model structures at each stage included DAICc thresholds, and plausible combinations where DAIC ≤ 0, but sub-model structures with a greater likelihood than the selected structure are also carried forward in subsequent stages. Gray scale represents total Akaike model weight recovered by a strategy. A (+) indicates the top-ranked model was recovered, while a (À) indicates it was not. The value in each cell is the proportion of the all combinations candidate set that was run. Strategies that recovered >50% of the total Akaike weight have white text. Strategies that selected the top-ranked model and required <50% of the model set are in bold.
survival, or when the PC2 habitat covariate describing to seniority was attributed to apparent survival (Table 4 ).
DISCUSSION
Although there is a recognized need for efficient multi-stage model selection strategies, the potential effects and biases of strategies are rarely considered and there is not general consensus on best practices. Our results indicate that not all multi-stage model selection strategies are created equal, and the resulting inference may deviate greatly from the respective all combinations (Doherty et al. 2012 ) candidate sets depending on the strategy chosen. The inconsistency in variable importance and omission of important demographic sub-model structures in the dynamic occupancy and Pradel model examples suggests that multi-stage model selection strategies with >2 stages are especially susceptible to mis-interpretation when the top-ranked model is not identified. Symmetrical approaches (i.e., where fit of one sub-model is not conditional on selection of structures for other submodels) including build-up (Lebreton et al. 1992 , Catchpole et al. 2004 ) and constructing a secondary set (Bromaghin et al. 2013 ) were more dependable, but only when relatively liberal model selection criteria were employed at each stage (retaining all models within DAIC ≥ 5-10). Using a symmetrical approach with a lenient selection threshold would be particularly important when the same variable such a habitat condition could apply to multiple sub-models (e.g., detection and occupancy or abundance) and leak could result in the variable being fit to the wrong sub-model (Catchpole et al. 2004) .
Following our recommendations for general approach and thresholds, we found sub-model structure for non-target components (those components held constant while structures of other components are fit) was relatively unimportant, and tracking (keeping track of sub-model structures within a more lenient DAIC threshold at each stage for potential inclusion in the final stage) did not consistently improve success. In addition, no multi-stage strategy could overcome covariate combination dredging (using all possible combinations of all covariates for each sub-model instead of constructing candidate sets consisting of specific combinations of covariates representing distinct hypotheses). For example, when combinations of every covariate were used in the simple occupancy example for the all Fig. 3 . Multi-stage model selection strategy results when stage is defined by adding model complexity (build-up strategy) across sub-models. Selection criteria for inclusion of sub-model structures at each stage included DAICc thresholds (thresholds for additional tracking of structures in parentheses), and plausible combinations where DAIC ≤ 0, but sub-model structures with a greater likelihood than the selected structure are also carried forward in subsequent stages. Gray scale represents total Akaike model weight recovered by a strategy. A (+) indicates the top-ranked model was recovered, while a (À) indicates it was not. The value in each cell is the proportion of the all combinations candidate set that was run. Strategies that recovered >50% of the total Akaike model weights have white text. Strategies that selected the top-ranked model and required <50% of the model set are in bold. combinations sets, multimodel inference reflected greater uncertainty (lower model weights for top models compared to dynamic occupancy and Pradel model sets with covariates representing structured hypotheses) and multistage strategy results were inconsistent. However, when multi-stage approaches were based on well-thought-out candidate sets and incorporated lenient thresholds in selection at each stage, inference was the same as if all models in the candidate set had been fit and number of models fit was substantially reduced.
The DAIC threshold was important and we found the threshold often applied for final model selection inference (DAIC ≤ 2) was insufficient for within-stage model selection, often excluding sub-model structures with strong support in the final all combinations model sets. Tracking submodel structures decreased the number of models run, but did not consistently increase total Akaike model weights recovered. The plausible combinations selection criteria also commonly failed to recover ≥95% of the total Akaike model weights or identify the top model. However, we only implemented the plausible combinations approach using the top-ranked model at each stage as was described in the previous simulation study (Bromaghin et al. 2013) . Increasing the DAIC threshold would likely improve performance, especially for data sets with support for more complex sub-model structures. However, in our examples increasing the threshold would have also increased the number of models run to at least that of the equivalent DAIC selection criteria.
The sequential-by-sub-model approach was unreliable for all example data sets. Doherty et al. (2012) found parameter estimates generated using a p-first or φ-first sequential-by-submodel strategy for a CJS data type were not substantially biased, especially with inclusion of model averaging. However, both strategies created unbalanced model sets and overestimated importance of covariates simulated to have low correlation with either parameter (Doherty et al. 2012 ), similar to the results of the bobcat simple 
SO effect
Notes: Variables that were misidentified are in bold. The difference in AIC (DAIC) compared to the all combinations model set top-ranked model is shown. Sub-models of interest for the owl dynamic occupancy example include probability of a northern spotted owl colonizing (c SO ) or becoming locally extirpated from a site (e SO ), and probability of a barred owl colonizing (c BO ) or becoming locally extirpated from a site (e BO ).
occupancy example set in this study. Mistaken inclusion of unimportant covariates increased in sequential-by-sub-model strategies with >2 submodels, especially for the Pradel model example with a balanced set of possible covariates and structures for both φ and c (a result of leak; Catchpole et al. 2004 ). The build-up and secondary set approaches were both superior to the sequential-by-sub-model approach at recovering the total Akaike model weights and identifying the top model, and did so efficiently by fitting a small proportion of the all combinations model set.
The build-up strategy is not an option in some cases such as the single-season occupancy examples we examined. In these situations, constructing a secondary set is preferential to a sequentialby-sub-model approach, especially if the study objectives include inferences about drivers of the demographic process (i.e., covariates on occupancy) in addition to producing accurate estimates for prediction (Bromaghin et al. 2013) . We strongly advocate thoughtful consideration for covariate combinations and discourage using all combinations of any possible covariate that might have some effect on a sub-model Lesmeister et al. 2015 for examples of thoughtfully constructed candidate sets of covariate combinations for each species). In the simple occupancy bobcat example, multi-covariate models of w received greatest support, but support was similar among multicovariate models and there was not consistent support for any covariate or combination for occupancy (Table 2 ). However, in the gray fox example there was a strong signal of two correlated covariates with gray fox occupancy increasing with forest cover (w i = 0.53) and decreasing with agriculture (w i = 0.43), as would be expected for the species (Cooper et al. 2012) . In this case, the top model was identified in all strategies and loss of total Akaike model weights recovered only resulted when the second-best supported covariate (correlated with the most supported covariate) was removed with strict within-stage model selection criteria.
Our results emphasize that multi-stage approaches cannot compensate for indecision regarding suites of covariates and appropriate combinations in candidate set construction. Multimodel inference was never intended to divine some unidentifiable hidden truth in the data, but to make inference about a priori hypotheses conditional on the proposed candidate set (Burnham and Anderson 2002) . While excluding important covariates can result in unmodeled heterogeneity in parameters and reduced accuracy in predictions, inclusion of many covariates with weak effects instead sacrifices precision in parameter estimates, resulting in considerable uncertainty in predictions and potentially misconstrued relationships (Freedman 1983 , Lukacs et al. 2010 ). Thus, before ecologists make decisions about what multi-stage strategy to implement, they still must first make hard decisions about the specific hypotheses they care to evaluate (Burnham and Anderson 2002) .
Ultimately, choice of model building strategy should be linked to the objectives of the study including consideration of generality, realism, and precision (Levins 1966) . We used total Akaike model weight recovered and identification of the top-ranked model in an all combinations model set as measures of success to assess whether inference related to covariates and selected models would be the same. However, other standards may be more appropriate when prediction, or power to detect change in demographic parameters are primary objectives.
When employing a multi-stage strategy instead of constructing the full all combinations model set, we recommend using a build-up or secondary set approach to defining stages, rather than a sequential-by-sub-model approach. Second, we recommend using liberal DAIC thresholds for within-stage sub-model structure selection, recognizing that a primary purpose of multimodel inference is to incorporate uncertainty in support among competing hypotheses, and not to select a single best model (or within-stage submodel structure). We also encourage standard reporting of all decisions in developing and using a multi-stage approach. Often the finer details of the selection strategy are not described in the methods, hindering assessment of results. At minimum, we suggest clearly describing the stage definition, progression, non-target structures, and the within-stage model selection criteria.
Finally, our examples demonstrate that the success of a model building strategy can depend on the data collected, the model set implemented, and the strength of the candidate set. Akin to how we simulate data to ensure appropriate study design, so should we explore the possible impacts of multistage model selection strategies using reduced data or candidate sets to ensure consistent inference from results. For example, based on the results of this study we have identified a build-up approach with DAIC threshold ≥5 as a promising strategy for further analysis of the full San Diego pocket mouse data set, which will include too many occasions and individuals to feasibly fit all model combinations.
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